



Masturb’tion Masterclass 

Masturb’tion Masterclass is a training for people who deeply desire to change and 

deepen the way they Masturb’te. From depletion to expansion, from local to full body, 

from shame release to ecstatic experiences, from hiding to awakening, from scarcity to 

abundance. If you want to work personally with Kaya Jiwan and experience the support 

of a small group of like minded people, this is your chance.  

 April/May/June 2021 
Limited spots available  

www.kayajiwan.com



Masturb’tion Masterclass 

Set up 
9 weeks  

9 hrs live online group sessions  
1 personal video session with Kaya  
3 Guided Masturb’tion Audio Files 

Personal Masturb’tion Profile  
Masterclass Masturb’tion Workbook 

Telegram support group  
Weekly group Q & A 

900,- euro 

Topics 
Owning my pleasure  

Brain to body 
Inner landscape of arousal 

Daily org*sm 
Self de-armoring  
Body Awakening  

M. as tool for transformation 
Re-framing M. patterns 
Full Body exploration  

Improving Neuroplasticity  
New Orgasmic Pathways  

Masturb’tion and Money flow 
Witnessing and being witnessed  

Shame release 

Exploration and Learning  
Energy Body, Orgasm:c Body, Sxxual Body, Sensual. Body, Innocent Body,  

Physical Body, Memory Body, Animal Body. 

The richness of M., Self de-armoring, Temple of Being, Opening the Orgasm:c Potential, 
Kundalini & Chi, Resetting the Memory Body, Vibrations and Frequencies, Kink trap and 

Sensitivity, Peaking & Chasing, Zero field. 

www.kayajiwan.com



For whom? 
For all people who are interested in the full potential of their body, orgasm*c living & 

transformation.  If you are a professional working with sexuality, body shame/body 
awareness, sensuality or tantra this training will deepen your knowledge about the 

potential of orgasms and the science behind touch and pleasure. 

Sign up: info@kayajiwan.com 

About Kaya  
Although she is trained by the best teachers in the world, the succes of Kaya is the 

layered body system. A methodology based on neuro-science, sxxuological bodywork, 
kundalini awakening and psycho-emotional release therapy. This specific integrated 

approach has transformed the lives of many of her private clients.  

The combination of a down to earth approach and extensive science based knowledge of 
the body, neuro-science, the nerve system and the brain, together with deep spiritual and 

sxxual wisdom makes Kaya one of a kind.  
 

Due to her coma and nearly dead experience, 14 years ago, Kaya has a deep connection 
with the power of life, death, transformation and eternal consciousness. 

She always say: I wish I had someone like me standing next me when I needed it. But I 
didn’t. That’s is why I am here for you. 

International Certified Orgasmic Mentor  
In the fall of 2021 Kaya Jiwan will organize a unique training for professionals to become 
International Certified Orgasmic Mentor. 900hrs of training, studying, bodywork, trauma 

therapy, nerve system understanding and orgasmic awareness.  

There is space for only 9 pupils.  

www.kayajiwan.com
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